New City Primary School Foundation Curriculum Overview Year 6
Summer 1 2016/2017

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

History
Key Turning Points in British
History
Magna Carter

To explain what the Magna Carter was.

To identify the purpose of the
Magna Carter.
Key Players
Dates
Location.

To sequence the key
events leading up the
agreement of the
Magna Carter.

To identify the key
components on the
Magna Carter.

To create their own
Magna Carter based
on school life.

To assess the impact
the impact of the
Magna Carter on
modern day society.

Art
People in Action

Media/medium/drawing/painting/collage
–
To investigate an artist looking at the
Bayeux Tapestry/Picasso/Guernica/
Lichtenstein

To compare and use the
techniques of other when
developing own drawings. Looking
at modern comic strips

To explore a range of
skills used by others
in own drawings.

To create own work
based on the work of
others. – mixed media
piece depicting King
John signing the
Magna Carter
influenced by artists
studied

To create own work
based on the work of
others. – mixed media
piece depicting King
John signing the
Magna Carter
influenced by artists
studied

To develop the work
further.
To evaluate the
finished piece and
plan improvements.

DT
Summer drinks

To investigate a range of Summer
drinks.
Children to explore why the drinks
are better suited to the Summer
season.

To investigate a range of
Summer drinks.
Children to explore why the
drinks are better suited to the
Summer season.

To investigate a
range of Summer
drinks.
Children to explore
why the drinks are
better suited to the
Summer season.

To identify the range
of ingredients that
are found in Summer
drinks.

To identify the range
of ingredients that
are found in Summer
drinks.

To identify the range
of ingredients that
are found in Summer
drinks.

RE
What similarities and
Differences do religions
share?

To identify which communities I belong
to.

To explain why the church is
important to Christians.

To explore how
church buildings
reflect religious
beliefs.

To explore why a
mosque is important
to Muslims.

To compare and
Contrast Christianity
and Islam.

To compare and
Contrast Christianity
and Islam.

PHSCE
Changes

To discuss how I feel about going to
secondary school.

To explain that feeling anxious
during change is normal.

To explore that
feeling different
emotions gives us

To identify that
people may behave
differently when

To understand that
many in things in my
life will stay the

To understand that
many in things in my
life will stay the

information.

PE

experiencing change.

same after I go to
secondary school.

Cricket

Cricket

Cricket

Rounders

Rounders

Rounders

Catching and Fielding

Bowling and Batting

Games

Catching and Fielding

Bowling and Batting

Games

Gymnastics

Gymnastics

Gymnastics

Gymnastics

Shapes and Balances

Developing Sequences

Flight

Apparatus

Gymnastics
Counter Balances

Music
Small group keyboard,flute
and violin lessons

same after I go to
secondary school.

ECAM Programme

ECAM Programme

ECAM Programme

Gymnastics
Sequences

ECAM Programme

ECAM Programme

ECAM Programme

